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ABSTRAC T
Introduction: A balanced diet and supply of vitamins and minerals are important for proper functioning of each
organism. Huge impact of adequate vitamin D supply on health aspects is increasingly emphasized. People with
epilepsy are at risk of vitamin D deficiency.
Objectives: The objective of the study was to assess a correlation between vitamin D supplementation in children
and adolescents with epilepsy and an occurrence of carious disease and periodontal lesions.
Material and methods: Both, a survey and clinical study were conducted on 107 people, aged 6-18 years with
epilepsy. The questionnaire contained 15 questions about sex, respondent’s age, place of residence, and vitamin D
supplementation. Clinical studies were performed with the aid of headlamp and diagnostic instruments used in
dentistry.
Results: Vitamin D was administered during infancy in 100% of respondents. Continuous supplementation at
a later age was used in 58.88% of participants. According to questionnaire study, controlled testing of vitamin D
blood concentration was carried out by a pediatrician or family doctor only in 24.3% of patients. In the static
analysis, in the group of people constantly receiving vitamin D, significantly lower values of indices regarding
caries intensity, periodontal diseases, and calculus deposition were found. he sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy
generally increased with decreasing voxel size. Positive and negative predictive values increased with decreasing
voxel size and increasing defect size.
Conclusions: Confirmed prevalence of vitamin D deficiency among children and adolescents require an improvement of principles of prevention or adopting the concept of performing routine diagnostic tests in risk
groups. We predict that vitamin D supplementation increases vitamin D concentration in blood and affects the intensity of caries disease in examined group of children and adolescents with epilepsy. There is a correlation between
cholecalciferol administration and periodontal treatment needs in examined group of children and adolescents
with epilepsy.
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INTRODUCTION
A balanced diet and vitamins and minerals supply are
important for the proper functioning of each organism.
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The huge impact of adequate vitamin D supply on health
aspects is increasingly emphasized [1]. The major supplementation of vitamin D (cholecalciferol) is obtained
by endogenous route during exposure to sunlight. Ultra
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Supplementation of vitamin D in children and youth

violet from the sun inducts conversion of 7-dehydro
cholesterol into vitamin D3. In the liver, vitamin D3 is
changed to 25-hydroxyvitamin D and after that, it is metabolized to 1α, 25-hydroxyvitamin D in the kidneys (active metabolite) [2, 3]. Exogenous food supply is a poorer
source [3].
The production of vitamin D depends on many factors, including the degree of skin pigmentation, intensity
of ultraviolet radiation, the degree of sun exposure, body
weight, exposed body surface, cloudiness, air pollution,
age, the use of cosmetics with a filter) [3].
Vitamin D plays a key role in many functions of the
body. It participates in the maintenance of calcium and
phosphate homeostasis, inhibits the secretion of parathyroid hormone, is an essential factor in the proper development of skeleton, has an anti-fracture properties, and
affects non-specific and humoral immunity [2, 3]. The effect on the cardiovascular system and the relationship between various cancers have been confirmed [3, 4].
Vitamin D deficiencies have an impact on the nervous
system and mental state [3]. Excess or deficiency contributes to skin diseases [5]. Vitamin D deficiencies can also
be caused by kidney or liver diseases or various chronic
inflammations [3]. Vitamin D level should be especially
monitored in chronically ill people, including epilepsy. Vitamin D3 plays an important role in the human brain and
nervous system, and it is involved in neuroprotection brain
cell proliferation and differentiation as well as brain development [6]. Moreover, the presence of vitamin D3-specific
receptors and enzymes in neurons and glial cells of the
brain, in the spinal cord, and in the peripheral nervous
system, support the neurological role of Vitamin D3. Vitamin D3’s anticonvulsant action in the brain is increasingly
considered, and the proposed mechanisms of action are
generally categorized as either genomic or non-genomic [6]. Research results available indicate that the level
of vitamin D can influence the occurrence of seizures in
drug-resistant epilepsy and even inhibit them [6, 7].
Studies conducted since the 1960s prove that the use
of antiepileptic drugs has a negative effect on bone metabolism, leading to qualitative changes in bones and
thus, increasing the risk of fractures. Taking antiepileptic drugs predisposes patients to the group of increased
risk of vitamin D deficiency [7].
Health of oral cavity reflects the state of the entire
body. Vitamin D deficiency has a significant impact on
oral health. This should be noted especially in chronically ill people who are particularly susceptible to pathological changes within the oral cavity [5, 8].
Dental caries and periodontal disease are associated
with vitamin D deficiency and its pathophysiologic processes [9]. The mechanism of vitamin D effect on oral
health is not based only on bone metabolism. Caries and
abnormalities in tooth tissue mineralization are much
more common in people with vitamin D deficiency [5].
Vitamin D plays a huge role in odontogenesis. The formation and mineralization of enamel is a process that
J Stoma 2020, 73, 6

can be disturbed by several metabolic factors, in which
vitamin D deficiency can have a clear impact. Enamel is
formed in the early stages of tooth development and is almost completely formed at the moment of its cutting. For
the development of enamel, the pre-birth period, the first
10 months of life (milk and permanent teeth), the preschool and junior school (permanent teeth) periods are
of key importance [10].
Vitamin D deficiency can cause teeth hypomineralization. Hypomineralized dentition is susceptible to
fracture and dental caries [9].
Vitamin D also affects the absorption of mineral
substances, among other phosphates, which increase
the enamel resistance to acids produced by cariogenic
bacteria, and thus to their demineralization effects [11].
It also affects the absorption of calcium, which improve
the strength of the teeth and surrounding tissue [11].
Vitamin D deficiency affects periodontal health. Scientific research have shown that low levels of vitamin D
has led to increased gum bleeding and periodontitis [12].
This should be particularly noted in patients on antiepileptic drugs that adversely affect the supporting tissues of teeth [13]. Deficiency of vitamin D is connected to
a worse periodontal health and can be related to immune
mechanism of periodontal infection [9].

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the study was to assess the correlation between vitamin D supplementation in children and
adolescents with epilepsy and the occurrence of carious
disease and periodontal lesions.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The clinical and questionnaire examinations were
conducted among a group of 107 children and young
people with epilepsy of both sexes, between 6 and
18 years of age, inhabiting the Lublin macro-region.
The consent for the study was obtained, and the study
was approved by Research Ethics Board of the Medical
University of Lublin. Participants’ privacy and human
rights were respected. The questionnaire was intended
for parents or guardians of the children and adolescents, and was distributed among them in schools or
care institutions. The questionnaire contained 15 questions about sex, respondent’s age, place of residence (big
city, small town, village), hygienic habits, and vitamin D
supplementation.
Clinical examinations were performed with the aid
of a headlamp and diagnostic instruments used in dentistry (mirror, dental probe) by earlier registered dentists.
The clinical examination evaluated:
• average numbers of D, M, F, and average number
of DMFT of the studied population including vitamin D supplementation;
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FIGURE 1. Supplementation of vitamin D

• simplified dental plaque (debris index simplified,
DI-S) and tartar (calculus index simplified, CI-S) index, i.e., components of the simplified oral hygiene
index (OHI-S);
• community periodontal index of treatment needs
(CPITN): periodontological treatment needs indicator.
DMFT numbers indicated the sum of teeth affected by
caries disease (D), teeth removed due to caries (M), and
filled (F) teeth [14]. Green and vermillion OHI-S consists
of two indicators: dental plaque index (DI-S) and calculus
index (CI-S). Higher index values indicate the presence
of a larger amount of tarnish and/or tartar. Calculation
of the periodontal treatment needs index CPITN involves
observing bleeding gums, tartar, and measuring gingival
pouch. Its higher values indicate pathological changes
within the supporting structures of the teeth [14].
The obtained results were statistically analyzed. The measurable values of parameters were described using an application of average and standard deviation values, whereas for
non-measurable parameters, a cardinality and a percentage
were employed. The normality of disintegration of the analyzed parameters was assessed for the measurable features
using Shapiro-Wilk test. For comparing two independent
groups, Mann-Whitney’s test was applied, and for comparing more than two groups, Kruskal-Wallis test was used.
The value of statistically significant differences or relations was established as p < 0.05. Database and statistical examinations were conducted using STATISTICA
8.0 (StatSoft, Poland) computer software.

RESULTS
Vitamin D was administered during infancy (under
1 year of age) in 100% of the respondents. Continuous supplementation at a later age was used in 58.88%
(n = 63) of children (Figure 1). Vitamin D concentration
tests in the blood were controlled by a general practitioner
only in 24.3% (n = 26) of the respondents.
Statistical analysis showed that CPITN value was
significantly higher among these participants, in whom
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FIGURE 2. Community periodontal index of treatment
needs (CPITN) values

TABLE 1. The dependence of community periodontal
index of treatment needs (CPITN) on various factors
Factors

Average

Standard
deviation

Statistical analysis

Female

1.63

0.65

Z = 1.27; p = 0.20

Male

1.37

0.57

Sex

Anti-epileptic medicines
Yes

1.68

0.60

No

0.96

0.29

Family home

1.62

0.61

Care center

1.00

0.39

Z = –3.20; p = 0.0001*

Place of residence
Z = 2.12; p = 0.03*

Regular dental check-up
Yes

1.03

0.54

No

1.71

0.55

Electric

1.03

0.30

Manual

1.70

0.61

Z = –2.75; p = 0.006*

Type of toothbrush
Z = 3.11; p = 0.002*

Vitamin D3 supplementation
Yes

1.19

0.59

No

1.73

0.55

Z = –2.27; p = 0.02*

vitamin D was not administered (1.73, p = 0.02). Those
who were taking vitamin D supplementation had
a CPITN of 1.19 (Figure 2). The dependence of CPITN
index on various factors is presented in Table 1.
DI-S index in the whole study group was on an average level of 1.79 ± 0.70, while CI-S was 0.43 ± 0.52. It
was found that the patients who did not take vitamin D
had a higher calculus index (0.66) compared to the examined children who were continuously given the vitamin
(0.27, p = 0.000008). No relationship was found in the value of DI-S debris indicator. The dependence of DI-S and
CI-S index on various factors is shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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TABLE 2. The dependence of debris index simplified
(DI-S) on various factors
Factors

Average

Standard
deviation

Statistical analysis

TABLE 3. The dependence of calculus index simplified
(CI-S) on various factors
Factors

Average

Standard
deviation

Statistical analysis

Female

0.56

0.57

Z = 2.07; p = 0.04*

Male

0.33

0.46

Sex

Sex
Female

1.77

0.76

Male

1.81

0.65

Z = 0.21; p = 0.83

Anti-epileptic medicines

Anti-epileptic medicines
Yes

1.94

0.66

No

143

0.67

Z = –3.39; p = 0.0007*

Family home

1.75

0.68

Care center

1.97

0.75

Z = –1.42; p = 0.15

Yes

1.48

0.66

No

1.93

0.67

Z = –3.12; p = 0.002*

No

0.10

0.18

Z = –4.60; p = 0.000001*

Family home

0.42

0.50

Care center

0.46

0.62

Z = 0.22; p = 0.83

Yes

0.34

0.43

No

0.47

0.55

Electric

0.08

0.14

Manual

0.63

0.55

Z = –0.85; p = 0.39

Type of toothbrush

Type of toothbrush
Electric

1.53

0.75

Manual

1.94

0.63

Z = 3.16; p = 0.002*

1.72
1.90

Z = 5.66; p < 0.000001*

Vitamin D supplementation

Vitamin D supplementation
0.81

Z = –0.75; p = 0.46

0.48

TABLE 4. The dependence of D index on various factors
Factors

0.55

Regular dental check-up

Regular dental check-up

No

0.56

Place of residence

Place of residence

Yes

Yes

Average

Standard
deviation

Statistical analysis

Female

3.62

3.29

Z = 0.17; p = 0.86

Male

3.67

4.09

Sex

Yes

0.27

0.45

No

0.66

0.52

Z = –4.48; p = 0.000008*

TABLE 5. The dependence of M index on various factors
Factors

Average

Standard
deviation

Female

0.55

1.47

Male

0.13

0.43

Statistical analysis

Sex

Anti-epileptic medicines

Anti-epileptic medicines

Yes

4.36

4.15

No

1.90

1.47

Z = 3.02; p = 0.003*

Place of residence

Yes

0.24

0.54

No

0.52

1.75

Family home

0.39

1.14

Care center

0.00

0.00

Z = 0.38; p = 0.71

Place of residence

Family home

3.32

3.12

Care center

5.16

5.72

Z = –1.55; p = 0.12

Regular dental check-up

Z = 1.39; p = 0.16

Regular dental check-up

Yes

2.21

2.13

No

4.28

4.13

Z = –2.69; p = 0.007*

Type of toothbrush

Yes

0.12

0.33

No

0.41

1.23

Electric

0.00

0.00

Manual

0.50

1.28

Z = –0.64; p = 0.52

Type of toothbrush

Electric

1.77

1.78

Manual

4.72

4.15

Z = 4.39; p = 0.00001*

Vitamin D supplementation

Z = 2.27; p = 0.02*

Vitamin D supplementation

Yes

3.35

4.22

No

4.07

2.94
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Z = 2.13; p = 0.03*

Z = 2.15; p = 0.03*

Yes

0.29

1.25

No

0.36

0.65

Z = 2.36; p = 0.02*
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The number of DMFT in the examined group of children was 6.18. Studies showed that the average value of D
in the examined group of children with epilepsy was
3.64, whereas for M, the average was 0.32, and for F it
was 2.21. Statistically significant differences were noted
in the group of participants, who were constantly supplemented with vitamin D, involving the number of teeth
affected by caries (D) and the number of teeth removed
due to caries (M). The average value of D in the examined
group of children with epilepsy was 3.64. Significantly
lower D-index was presented in patients who had vitamin D (3.35) compared to the examined children who
had no vitamin D administered (4.07, p = 0.03). The value
of the M number was significantly higher in people who
were not supplemented with vitamin D (0.36, p = 0.02)
compared to those taking cholecalciferol (0.29). The dependence of D, M, and F index is presented in Tables 4-6.

DISCUSSION
The relationship between vitamin D concentration in
the body and the oral cavity state of health is increasingly observed [12, 15-17]. Administration of vitamin D to infants in
Poland is recommended by a team of experts to all newborns
and infants [16]. In the study group, vitamin D was administered to infants (under 1 year of age) in 100% of respondents.
It should be noted that people with nervous system diseases, such as epilepsy, are included in the risk group of vitamin D deficits. In these groups, supplementation should be
carried out under the control of blood concentration [16].
According to questionnaire study, the control of vitamin D
blood concentration was carried out by a pediatrician or
family doctor only in 24.3% (n = 26) of the patients.
According to experts’ recommendations, when it is
not possible to assess the level of vitamin D concentration, dosing should be prescribed as for the rest of population [16]. In countries with similar location as Poland,
the supplementation is recommended to everyone. In
the examined group, the permanent supplementation at
a later age was used in 58.88% (n = 63) of the patients.
Statistical analysis showed that the CPITN value was
significantly higher, and thus the periodontal condition
was worse among the patients who had no vitamin D administration (1.73, p = 0.02). Those who took vitamin D
had a CPITN of 1.19. The relationship between vitamin D
concentration and periodontal health can be caused
by the impact of cholecalciferol on the immune system
and bone homeostasis [13]. There is divergent data in
literature regarding the correlation between vitamin D
concentration and periodontal disease [12, 13, 17]. Our
research found a correlation between a deposition of calculus and vitamin D supplementation. It was observed
that the patients who did not take vitamin D had a higher plaque index (0.66) compared to the examined children with continuous administration of vitamin D (0.27,
p = 0.000008). Increased tartar buildup in people not
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TABLE 6. The dependence of F index on various factors
Factors

Average

Standard
deviation

Female

2.43

3.91

Male

2.05

3.52

Statistical analysis

Sex
Z = 0.53; p = 0.60

Anti-epileptic medicines
Yes

2.21

3.98

No

2.23

2.87

Family home

2.51

3.95

Care center

0.84

1.38

Z = –0.78; p = 0.43

Place of residence
Z = 1.45; p = 0.15

Regular dental check-up
Yes

3.97

5.07

No

1.43

2.54

Electric

3.03

5.27

Manual

1.75

2.26

Z = 2.69; p = 0.007*

Type of toothbrush
Z = 0.93; p = 0.35

Vitamin D supplementation
Yes

2.21

3.87

No

2.23

3.45

Z = 1.14; p = 0.25

taking vitamin D may be due to disorders of enamel development, which are caused by too low cholecalciferol
levels during the formation of tooth tissue [17, 18].
Analysis of research results showed statistically significant differences in the group of people in whom
vitamin D was constantly supplemented. The average
number of teeth affected by caries (D) in the examined
group of children with epilepsy was 3.64. Significantly
lower D-index included patients with vitamin D supplementation (3.35) compared to the children who did not
have vitamin D administered (4.07, p = 0.03). The value
of the number of teeth removed (M) due to caries was
significantly higher in the patients who were not given
vitamin D (0.36, p = 0.02) compared to those taking
cholecalciferol (0.29). The anti-caries effect may result
from the effect of vitamin D on the formation of normal,
demineralization-resistant enamel. The induction of defensins and cathelicidin may also be important [17].
A similar relationship regarding caries and vitamin D
concentration was shown by Schroth et al. [15]. They found
that children with higher levels of cholecalciferol had lower values of caries disease indicators. Supplementation
of cholecalciferol and its prophylactic effect on caries was
also verified in studies by Marshal et al. and Hujoel [15, 18].

CONCLUSIONS
Confirmed prevalence of vitamin D deficiency among
children and adolescents would require improving the
Journal of Stomatology * http://www.jstoma.com
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principles of prevention or adopting the concept of performing routine diagnostic tests in all risk groups. We predict that vitamin D supplementation increases vitamin D
concentration in blood and affects the intensity of caries in
the examined group children and adolescents with epilepsy. There is a correlation between cholecalciferol administration and periodontal treatment needs in the investigated
group of children and adolescents with epilepsy.
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